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Insights into the regulation of
hearing regeneration

Lama Khalaily and Karen B. Avraham*

Department of Human Molecular Genetics and Biochemistry, Faculty of Medical and Health Sciences

and Sagol School of Neuroscience, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

Our perception of sound is mediated by sound-sensitive hair cells in the inner

ear, located in a specialized neuro-epithelium that transmits information to

the auditory cortex via the auditory pathway. A major cause of hearing loss

is damage to and the death of these sensory hair cells. In humans, hair cells

are only generated during embryonic development and cannot be replaced if

damaged due to aging, excessive noise, ototoxic drugs, or illness. Much research

is currently being invested worldwide in identifying methods to improve the

ability to regenerate hair cells and circumvent their age-dependent limitations.

Compared to numerous studies focused on gene therapy to restore deafness

caused by a specific mutation before the onset of hair cell damage, research

on auditory epigenetics is relatively recent. Although research indicates that

epigenetic alterations play a crucial role in the di�erentiation, development,

and regeneration of auditory hair cells, a dearth of comprehensive knowledge

still exists regarding the specific role played by epigenetic modifications in

the auditory system, with a particular emphasis on their potential correlation

with the function and development of the auditory system. In addition, these

modifications have been linked to the regeneration of hair cells caused by using

pharmaceutical inhibitors (e.g., inhibition of the Notch pathway) and genetic

(e.g., induced Atoh1 expression) treatments, which can lead to regenerating

hair cells and restoring hearing. Recent developments in targetable epigenome-

editing tools, such as CRISPR, and direct reprogramming enable targeted

genome editing. In addition, the emergence of organoids and epigenetic drugs

presents novel prospects for hearing restoration by manipulating regeneration

pathways, making them promising methods for future regenerative treatments

for hair cells. The potential of epigenetic modifiers as viable targets for

pharmacological manipulation is becoming evident. Future therapies aimed at

hair cell regeneration are particularly beneficial because of their advantage of

restricting drug exposure within the inner ear.
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1 Introduction: shaping our perception of sound

Our sense of hearing is an intricate and finely tuned process that involves systematically

organized mechanisms that enable us to perceive and detect sounds and transmit them

to the auditory cortex via the auditory pathway. This journey is continuous as the sound

progresses to the inner ear, particularly the cochlea, which has specialized sensory hair

cells that have a crucial role in hearing sensitivity and frequency selectivity (Hudspeth,

1985). Within the cochlea, the mechanosensory hair cells are positioned on the basilar

membrane and play a crucial role in detecting a sound stimulus and converting it into an

equivalent electrical waveform through mechanoelectrical transduction in the hair cells,

which activate the specialized auditory nerves (Appler and Goodrich, 2011; Fettiplace,

2017).
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2 Main text

2.1 Exploring the organ of Corti

The mammalian organ of Corti, consisting of two types of

cells arranged in a checkerboard-like mosaic, is a highly specialized

sensory patch of the cochlea (Figure 1). It houses four organized

rows of sensory hair cells that are interwoven with non-sensory

supporting cells, which serve a diverse set of functions in the

development, function, survival, and regeneration of sensory

epithelia (Wan et al., 2013). Because of exposure to continuous

mechanical stress, hair cells are subject to damage and death over

time. Indeed, a major cause of hearing loss is damage to these

highly specialized cells. In the human organ of Corti, hair cells

exhibit a distinctive characteristic: they are exclusively generated

during embryonic development, in contrast to other tissues capable

of repair and regeneration following damage. Consequently, these

cells cannot be replaced or regenerated if subjected to damage

throughout our lifetime. Such damage may arise from factors such

as aging, exposure to loud noises, genetic defects, ototoxic effects of

drugs, or illness. Because hearing loss affects hundreds of millions

of people (Olusanya et al., 2019), in recent years, many studies have

been devoted to identifying therapeutic approaches for treating it.

While much progress has been made using cochlear implants, this

approach still has significant limitations, and additional treatment

options are needed.

Numerous preclinical therapies in mice exhibiting the key

features of human deafness have shown promising hearing recovery

for genetic hearing loss (Hahn and Avraham, 2023). However,

addressing congenital hearing loss poses substantial challenges,

emphasizing the urgency for therapeutic interventions targeting

hair cell regeneration. Despite the challenges posed by a limited

regenerative capacity, recent research has unveiled a promising

FIGURE 1

Anatomical overview from the external ear to the cochlea. A detailed illustration captures the spotlight on the organ of Corti, revealing sensory hair

cells and supporting cells. Sound waves travel from the external ear, traversing the middle ear, to culminate in the activation of the hair bundle

response. OHC, outer hair cells; IHC, inner hair cell.

avenue for addressing hair cell loss. Supporting cells within

the organ of Corti, previously thought to lack regenerative

potential, have been discovered to harbor progenitor cells that can

transdifferentiate into functional hair cells (McLean et al., 2017).

This groundbreaking finding has opened new possibilities for

regenerative therapies that target converting supporting cells into

hair cells, offering a potential solution to the irreversible damage

associated with hearing loss. Exploring global initiatives in this field

is crucial for advancing therapeutic possibilities and addressing the

challenges associated with congenital hearing loss.

2.2 Global e�orts in mammalian auditory
hair cell regeneration research

Comprehensive studies provide insights into the intricate

signaling pathways and transcription factors involved in

auditory hair cell regeneration (Figure 2), offering potential

therapeutic interventions for hearing disorders. Much of the

focus has been on the signaling pathways critical to developing

and regenerating hair cells in the cochlea. The Notch, Wnt,

Hedgehog, Hippo–YAP, and Lin28 signaling pathways, along

with transcription factors, such as Atoh1, FoxG1, Pou4f3,

Insm1, and Ikzf2, are known to play vital roles in developing,

regenerating, and maintaining auditory function (Kwan et al.,

2009; Tables 1, 2).

For example, the Notch signaling pathway, a key element in

hair cell regeneration, is one main pathway that controls pro-

sensory cells differentiating into sensory hair and non-sensory

supporting cells through lateral inhibition (Driver and Kelley,

2020). Interestingly, blocking the Notch pathway in early postnatal

mice induces supporting cells to transdifferentiate into hair cells,

although this ability diminishes within the first couple of weeks
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FIGURE 2

The dynamic interplay of chromatin within the organ of Corti illustrates its pivotal role in governing hair cell regeneration. Two contrasting states of

chromatin are portrayed: an active, open chromatin conducive to transdi�erentiation and a mature, condensed state associated with

non-permissiveness. The composition of chromatin, including DNA and histones with various modifications, is outlined, alongside the regulatory

elements and non-coding RNAs implicated in chromatin remodeling and gene expression regulation. ADP, Adenosine diphosphate; ATP, Adenosine

triphosphate HC, hair cells; SC, supporting cells; miRNA, microRNA; LnRNA, long non-coding RNA; circRNA, circular RNA.

after birth (Maass et al., 2015; Samarajeewa et al., 2019; Tao et al.,

2021). Activating Wnt signaling increases the expression of the

basic helix–loop–helix transcription factor Atoh1, which is pivotal

for hair cell differentiation and serves as a Wnt target gene. This

induction induces the formation of ectopic hair cells (Shi et al.,

2010; Zak et al., 2015).

A common strategy for regenerating hair cells involves initially

activating Wnt signaling in mitotically quiescent supporting cells

to trigger their proliferation. Following this, precisely regulating

Atoh1 expression and inhibiting Notch signaling are crucial for

driving the differentiation of supporting cells into hair cells.

However, substantial research is required to further elucidate

the nuanced relationship between the different factors of both

Wnt and Notch signaling pathways, specifically concerning

their role in inducing regenerative potential within mature

mammalian cochleae.

Numerous signaling pathways and factors, such as Notch,

Wnt, and Atoh1, emerge as promising candidates to further

investigate in hair cell regeneration studies within clinical trials.

Several ongoing clinical studies are exploring the efficacy and

safety of these pathways as potential therapeutic targets for hearing

loss and in translational research in this field (ISRCTNregistry,

2017; ClinicalTrials.gov, 2022a,b; EU Clinical Trials Register, 2022;

Matsunaga and Nakagawa, 2023).

These studies hold the potential to provide therapeutic

solutions for diverse human conditions, including cancer (Takebe

et al., 2014) and neurobiological and cardiovascular diseases (High

and Epstein, 2008). The link between hair cell regeneration and
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therapeutic interventions becomes evident as we navigate the

complexities of molecular pathways and offer potential avenues

to address the challenges posed by congenital hearing loss and

other auditory disorders. However, these treatments are presently

constrained to the early weeks after birth as these sensory organs

lose their regenerative potential with maturation. Moreover, recent

investigations into epigenetics have brought a new dimension to

our understanding, presenting a relatively recent but promising

avenue for unraveling the complexities of hair cell development

and regeneration.

2.3 Unveiling epigenetic dynamics in inner
ear development and regeneration

In recent decades, the significance of epigenetics in human

diseases has grown and evolved into a pivotal area of research. Four

distinct epigenetic mechanisms, namely, histone modification,

DNA methylation, ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling,

and non-coding RNA (ncRNA)–associated gene regulation,

have proven critical to understanding inner ear development,

protection, and maintenance. Ongoing studies have significantly

advanced our comprehension of how epigenetic modifications

and regulation influence the development, maintenance, and

protection of auditory hair cells. Researchers aim to unravel the

non-regenerative plasticity by delving into the epigenetics of

supporting cells with the hope of unveiling potential epigenetic

barriers to regeneration. The promise lies in targeting epigenetic

modifiers for future treatments, given their pharmacological

manipulability as viable candidates for regenerative medicine in

the inner ear.

For example, one study delved into the role of histone

modifications in regulating Atoh1 expression within the inner

ear’s sensory cells (Abdolazimi et al., 2016). Upon Notch signaling

inhibition, they observed an increase in histone H3 lysine 9

acetylation (H3K9ac), a histone modification highly correlated

with actively transcribed genes, at the Atoh1 promoter and a

downregulation of the Hes/Hey family of transcription factors in

transdifferentiating supporting cells (Abdolazimi et al., 2016). This

increased acetylation is associated with elevated Atoh1 expression,

suggesting that histone modifications play a crucial role in the

transcriptional regulation of Atoh1 during the differentiation and

patterning of sensory cells in the inner ear. Moreover, this study

provides insights into the epigenetic regulation of Atoh1 in sensory

cells, highlighting the significance of histone modifications, such as

H3K9ac, in controlling gene expression patterns during inner ear

development and the patterning of supporting cells (Abdolazimi

et al., 2016; Samarajeewa et al., 2019).

Recent studies exploring how the ability of supporting cells

to transdifferentiate into hair cells changes during development

after regulating different signaling pathways have shed light on

the dynamic nature of these cells. These studies have examined

alterations in transcriptional and epigenetic patterns, including the

deactivation of enhancers, that mirror the shift from regenerative

potential to maturation and the reduction of flexibility (Maass

et al., 2016; Tao et al., 2021). For example, a recent study

emphasizes and underscores the dynamic nature of supporting

TABLE 1 Summarized studies in transcription factors involved in hair cell

regeneration.

Transcription
factors

References

1 Atoh1 Woods et al., 2004; Gubbels et al., 2008;

Walters et al., 2017; Iyer et al., 2022; Liu et al.,

2024

2 Pou4f3 Walters et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2021; Iyer

et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2024

3 Sox2 Ahmed et al., 2012

4 Gfi1 Iyer et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2024

5 Gata3 Walters et al., 2017

6 Eya1/Six1, Eya2 Ahmed et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2024

7 P27kip1 Walters et al., 2017

8 TCF4 Kalra et al., 2023

9 Tbx2 Bi et al., 2022; Garcia-Anoveros et al., 2022;

Kaiser et al., 2022

10 Foxg1 Zhang et al., 2020

11 Insm1 and Ikzf2 Wiwatpanit et al., 2018

cells compared to hair cells, as revealed through analyses of

transcriptomes, chromatin profiles, and histone modifications.

This research highlights how H3K27 deacetylation and H3K27

trimethylation contribute to silencing hair cell genes in supporting

cells. Despite this silencing, the hair cell regulatory network remains

epigenetically “poised” and “primed” through H3K4me3 and

H3K4me1 at hair cell gene promoters and enhancers, respectively.

In actively supporting cells, where plasticity persists upon Notch

inhibition, the primed-but-silenced state swiftly transforms with

the loss of H3K27me3 and an increase in H3K27ac, where they

still can observe transdifferentiating hair cells. Additionally, this

study revealed a gradual and specific loss of hair cell enhancer

priming by H3K4me1 with age, correlating with a diminishing

transdifferentiating potential (Tao et al., 2021). The findings suggest

that influencing these epigenetic changes could offer therapeutic

possibilities for inducing hair cell regeneration in the inner ear.

A study employed ChIP-seq to investigate H3K4me3

modifications in Lgr5+ progenitor cells, a subgroup of supporting

cells. The authors showed that these supporting cells can

be activated and proliferated to produce new hair cells after

treatment with neomycin that caused injury (Ma et al., 2022).

They identified 12 key shared genes, such as Hey1 driven by

H3K4me3 modification, and provided insights into their potential

roles in transdifferentiation and regeneration, emphasizing the

involvement of H3K4me3 histone modifications in the process.

This study demonstrated the involvement in regulating Lgr5+

progenitor cell proliferation and regenerating mouse hair cells

following neomycin treatment.

Another study on the epigenetic control of sensory hair

cell development in the inner ear employed µChIP on FACS-

purified cells. This approach allowed the researchers to track

changes in the epigenetic landscape of the Atoh1 locus from

embryonic to postnatal stages (Stojanova et al., 2015). The results

revealed dynamic shifts in histone modifications coinciding with
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TABLE 2 Summarized studies in signaling pathways involved in hair cell

regeneration.

Signaling pathways References

1 Notch signaling Korrapati et al., 2013; Mizutari et al., 2013;

Ni et al., 2016; Lush et al., 2019; Tao et al.,

2021

2 Wnt/beta-catenin signaling

pathway

Chai et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2013, 2014; Kuo

et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2016; Ni et al., 2016

3 Hedgehog signaling pathway Lu et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2017

4 Fibroblast growth factor

(FGF) pathway

Lush et al., 2019

5 Epidermal growth factor

(EGF) pathway/ERBB2

signaling

Zhang et al., 2018

6 Hippo–YAP pathway Kastan et al., 2021

7 Sonic Hedgehog (SHH)

pathway

Lu et al., 2013

8 Ephrin-B2 signaling Defourny et al., 2015

Atoh1 expression and subsequent postnatal silencing. However,

both activating (H3K4me3) and inhibitory (H3K27me3) marks

can be detected before Atoh1 activation after birth; hair cells

downregulate Atoh1 by reducingH3K9ac and acquiring H3K9me3,

thereby reducing the potential for transdifferentiation. Conversely,

bivalency marks decline significantly in hair cells from P1 onward,

indicating the loss of their potential for activation by resolving

bivalency. Notably, supporting cells alsomaintain this bivalent state

in early postnatal stages, from which a retained potential to activate

Atoh1 and undergo hair cell transdifferentiation can be inferred.

One recent study revealed an additional layer of complexity for

transdifferentiation potential (Nguyen et al., 2023). They examined

the alterations in DNA methylation during different stages of

development. This DNA methylation serves as a mechanism for

permanently silencing regulatory elements by either hindering

the interaction between the transcription factor and its binding

motif or promoting chromatin condensation and heterochromatin

formation. Mature supporting cells were shown to exhibit an

accumulation of DNAmethylation at hair cell promoters, especially

at Atoh1 binding sites, which prevents the activation of the

hair cell gene program. Atoh1 binding partially prevented the

activation of the hair cell gene program. This heterochromatin

formation marks the transition from active cells to a state in which

maturing supporting cells lose their transdifferentiation potential

and become constrained in their ability to access alternative gene

programs for different cell types during aging.

Other studies have demonstrated how epigenetic mechanisms

regulate tissue repair in the inner ear. For instance, a recent

study investigated the regeneration of hair cells in the inner ear

of adult mice following damage induced by common ototoxic

drugs, kanamycin, and furosemide (Deng et al., 2019). The

researchers injected the DNA methyltransferase (Dnmt) inhibitor

5-azacytidine (5-aza), a known epigenetic modifier, to induce

epigenetic reprogramming and prompt regeneration after inducing

hair cell death with ototoxic drugs. The treatment with 5-

aza resulted in a significant increase in regenerated OHCs,

accompanied by the expression of multiple hair cell–specific

proteins, suggesting functional similarity to native hair cells.

Moreover, 5-aza treatment reduced the expression of Dnmt1, the

gene-encoding DNA methyltransferase 1, indicating possible DNA

demethylation. Unfortunately, the regenerated hair cells exhibited

an abnormal hair bundle morphology and disorganized growth,

indicating compromised functionality.

Evidence accumulated over recent years suggests that

ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling complexes, such as

CHD, SWI/SNF, ISWI, and INO80, play an important role in

developmental processes and are implicated in various diseases.

The composition, structure, and functional activity of these

complexes and their contribution to hearing and neurosensory

deafness were summarized (Chohra et al., 2023). However,

their roles in hearing regeneration remain poorly understood in

mammals and warrant further investigation.

ncRNAs have emerged as significant regulators of gene

expression and various cellular processes. They are classified

into two major groups: small nRNAs and long nRNAs, which

each exhibit diverse functions. Within the inner ear, different

types of ncRNAs, including microRNAs (miRNAs), long ncRNAs,

and circular RNAs, play crucial roles in both development

and regulation (Koffler-Brill et al., 2023). For example, during

development, the let-7 miRNA is involved in regulating cell

proliferation, mitotic division, and cell differentiation. In the

context of regeneration, microRNA-183 has been identified as a key

regulator that promotes hair cell differentiation and regeneration,

particularly in those with inhibited Notch signaling in the mouse

cochlea (Mahmoodian-Sani andMehri-Ghahfarrokhi, 2017). These

findings highlight the diverse functions of ncRNAs and their

importance in both the development and regeneration processes

within the inner ear.

Overall, these interconnected studies underscore the intricate

interplay of epigenetic regulation, histone modifications, and

signaling pathways in shaping the developmental dynamics and

regenerative potential in the inner ear.

2.4 Illuminating the path to hearing
restoration

As outlined in this review, the exploration of hair cell

regeneration and the expanding field of auditory restoration

have become increasingly significant. Revolutionary advancements

in induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), organoids, epigenetic

drugs (Epidrugs), and CRISPR–epigenomic-editing research have

emerged as promising avenues, shedding light on the prospects

for hearing restoration (Figure 3). These state-of-the-art methods

offer unique insights into inner ear regeneration and extend

their applicability across diverse scientific domains, marking the

initiation of a transformative era with considerable potential.

iPSCs have emerged as a versatile tool, offering advantages

beyond traditional models. These cellular chameleons, derived

from adult cells, faithfully recapitulate the genetic signature of

their donors. Beyond the inner ear, iPSCs find applications

in diverse fields, from disease modeling to drug discovery.

Their ability to differentiate into various cell types provides a

platform for personalized medicine, offering tailored interventions

for hereditary hearing loss. The advantages of iPSCs ripple
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FIGURE 3

The journey toward hearing restoration. Shown are advanced techniques to induce regeneration of hair cells. Each one can be used separately or in

combination to induce hair cell regeneration in the mammalian inner ear. GER; greater epithelial ridge; Epidrugs, epigenetic drugs; iPSCs, induced

pluripotent stem cells; CRISPR, Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats; gRNA, guide RNA.

across scientific frontiers, influencing advancements not only in

regenerative medicine but also in our broader understanding of

cellular function and dysfunction. For example, a study explored

hair cell reprogramming in the cochlea using different transcription

factors, combining Atoh1 with Gfi1 and Pou4f3 (Iyer et al., 2022).

This combination enhanced the reprogramming efficiency and

successfully reprogrammed non-sensory cells to hair cells in a

mature cochlea. However, these resulting cells were less mature

than those generated in the first postnatal week. The research

identified two challenges hindering hair cell reprogramming in

older animals: decreased epigenetic accessibility of hair cell gene

loci in non-sensory cells and inhibitory signaling, including Notch

signaling, from hair cells to supporting cells. These findings

illuminate the molecular barriers that need to be addressed for

effectively regenerating hair cells in the adult cochlea. However,

utilizing iPSC-derived inner ear cultures, particularly organoid

cultures, in disease modeling is still in its early stages. Anticipated

future research holds exciting prospects for further developments

in this field (Connolly and Gonzalez-Cordero, 2022).

iPSCs offer promising advantages in the field of hair cell

regeneration and hearing loss. First, iPSC technology alleviates

ethical concerns because cells can be generated from adult cells,

offering an alternative to using embryonic cells and the need

for embryo destruction. This aspect of iPSC technology enables

researchers to conduct studies and develop therapies without

ethical problems, making it a more socially acceptable approach in

the field of regenerative medicine. Moreover, iPSCs are compatible

with personalized medicine approaches as they can be derived from

the patient’s cells, thereby reducing the risk of immune rejection

upon transplantation. This personalized approach enhances

treatment efficacy and minimizes the need for immunosuppressive

drugs. Furthermore, iPSCs can be differentiated into mature and

functional hair cells without the limitations described earlier in

the failure of new hair cell formation. They therefore represent an
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attractive possibility for replacing damaged hair cells or those lost

after injury or exposure to ototoxic drugs. In addition, iPSCs can

be useful in high-throughput drug screening designed to identify

potential therapeutic compounds for hearing restoration. Their

use allows researchers to evaluate multiple drug candidates more

efficiently and accelerate the development of novel treatments for

hearing-related disorders.

However, safety and toxicity concerns associated with iPSC-

based therapies still exist and include the risk of tumorigenicity

and immune rejection post-transplantation from different

patients. Furthermore, technical challenges, such as optimizing

differentiation protocols and the scalability of iPSC production

for clinical applications, hinder the widespread adoption of

iPSC-based therapies in the field of hair cell regeneration (Hirschi

et al., 2014).

An alternative avenue is organoids, representing a promising

frontier for investigating inner ear development and regeneration.

These three-dimensional structures, cultivated in vitro from

stem cells or tissue explants, faithfully replicate the architectural

and functional features of native organs. Organoid research

offers unprecedented insights into the molecular mechanisms

governing inner ear development, the pathophysiology of hearing

disorders, and the potential avenues for regenerative therapies.

One study reported that exposing Lgr5+ stem cells from the

inner ear to specific stimuli, such as Wnt pathway activation

via a GSK3β inhibitor and transcriptional activation through a

histone deacetylase inhibitor, could yield organoids capable of

differentiating into hair cells (McLean et al., 2017). Remarkably,

this approach yielded an impressive outcome of more than 11,500

hair cells equipped with the necessary machinery for transduction,

synapse formation, and specialized hair cell functions. Another

study used greater epithelial ridge cells to form organoids and

generate cells expressing markers for both hair cells and supporting

cells (Kubota et al., 2021).

Similarly, human pluripotent stem cells have been utilized

to create inner ear organoids containing functional hair cells.

This accomplishment was realized by implementing a three-

dimensional culture approach (Koehler et al., 2017).

Similar to iPSCs, organoids hold the potential for high-

throughput screening in therapy, personalized medicine, and the

reconstruction of biofunction and hair cell repair. However, the

challenge lies in navigating ethical limitations and replicating

the intricate and consistent native tissue architecture in the

organoid culture.

Yet another study introduced the concept of Epidrugs in the

context of hair cell regeneration (Samarajeewa et al., 2019). The

authors highlighted how regenerative outcomes in the adult cochlea

may necessitate the manipulation of pathways such as Wnt, Notch,

or others, together with precise epigenetic modifications designed

to influence the activity of genes crucial for cell proliferation or

transdifferentiation. They achieved an increased in vitro hair cell

yield from Lgr5-positive cells by applying histone deacetylases

(Hezroni et al., 2011), together with Wnt activator CHIR99021

and a cocktail of growth factors (McLean et al., 2017), as part of

combinational strategies to enhance regenerative success. The aim

of this approach, along with other pharmacological and genetic

manipulations, is to create a more robust regenerative response in

the cochlea.

Epidrugs and CRISPR epigenomic editing can offer the

advantage of modulating specific epigenetic pathways associated

with deafness and may thereby provide a perfect therapeutic

solution. Their major advantages are their flexibility in design and

a pharmacological approach representing a non-invasive treatment

option, albeit with the risk of non-specific targeting, which may

lead to off-target effects. A further issue is that they may not last

long enough to effectively treat deafness, which means that more

research will be needed to improve the outcomes.

3 Future directions

Employing epigenome-editing techniques, such as CRISPR-

dCas9, may offer avenues to overcome the described limitations in

this review and advance regenerative success. Specifically, CRISPR-

dCas9 has been presented as a promising tool for epigenetic

editing, holding the potential to precisely modify gene expression

patterns and overcome molecular barriers hindering effective hair

cell regeneration in the adult cochlea. CRISPR/Cas editing in iPSCs

may have the potential for inner ear regeneration and represent

a precise method for addressing genetic mutations or stimulating

regeneration to restore hearing loss. There is now hope that further

exploration and optimization of CRISPR-dCas9 techniques will

contribute to the development of targeted interventions for hearing

disorders, bringing us closer to realizing the full regenerative

potential of inner ear tissues (Cheng et al., 2013; Chavez et al., 2015;

Kearns et al., 2015; Konermann et al., 2015; Cano-Rodriguez et al.,

2016; Liu et al., 2016; Matharu et al., 2019).

The importance of evolutionary advancements in iPSCs,

organoid cultures, Epidrugs, and CRISPR–epigenomic-editing

research, which have emerged as promising avenues, sheds light

on the prospects for hearing restoration (Figure 3). This represents

a groundbreaking approach to unraveling the complexities of

hair cell regeneration and holds great promise for the future of

hearing restoration therapies. As our understanding of epigenetic

regulation continues to deepen, so does the promise of realizing

the full regenerative potential in the inner ear. With ongoing and

future research efforts aimed at deciphering the complexities of

epigenetic networks in the inner ear, we stand at the precipice

of transformative breakthroughs that could revolutionize the

landscape of hearing restoration for a long time.
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